DEVINE OFFERED COACHING JOBS

Minnesota, South Dakota and Creighton Said to Want

Coach Devine's future—his immediate future, at least—is still in doubt. While it is not certain yet whether Devine, a brother of Glenn, has been signed at

Purdue, the rumor in the East is that he may take a coaching position in the

West. This is considered as significant as the meeting between Chemnitz and

Colorado on December 27, and it will be under the direction of the

University's committee on athletics.

It is believed that Devine will be in the

West, but it is not certain whether he will go to either South Dakota or

Colorado. In any event, Devine is considered as a likely candidate for a

coaching position in the West because of his knowledge of the game and his

ability to handle a team.

The present selection does not mean that Devine will leave his

position at Creighton, as has been reported in the press. It is believed that

Devine will remain at Creighton, and that he will accept a position in the

West if it is offered to him.

PHILO-OCTAVE CAST CHosen

Comedy, "The Shop Show," Was Staged on February 12

The cast has been selected for the upcoming play, "The Shop Show," which will be performed at the Philo-Octave on February 12. The cast includes such well-known players as

B. E. H. H. and E. D. T. V. who will play the roles of Dr. and Mrs. South Dakota, respectively.

DELTA GAMMA FIRE BRINGS THEM IN THE RANKS WITH KAPPA

Great excitement spread throughout the city last week when a call from the Delta Gamma fraternity announced that they would be in

attendance at the game. Not willing to be outdone, the Kappa Sigma fraternity

also notified the university that they would be in attendance. The Delta Gamma

fraternity was not, however, of a similar caliber to the Kappa Sigma fraternity. The Delta Gamma fraternity was not

able to make an appearance due to some

internal problems. The Kappa Sigma fraternity arrived on time and were

welcomed by the university officials.

A little after one, the doors of the

Majestic Theatre were opened, and tickets were sold at the box office. The

audience was large, and the game was won by the Iowa team, 6-0, after

two hours of play. The game was

enjoyed by all the fans present, and the Kappa Sigma fraternity was pleased

with their victory.

Weather Report

Weather for Iowa—Rain, probably turning to snow later tonight or early

tomorrow. Light breathing temperature.
The dollar dancer. There was never any great reason why admission should not follow the accepted tenor of general prices and now that the dollar dancer will begin to assume the pose of the innocent and injured plead for the $0.25 an hour dollar dancer, his" tax" does no very good reason why the custom of the student body should not direct itself to the support of such unwise and unreasonable professors.

The dollar dancer now takes class with the sixty-five-cent mat, the fifty-cent stick, and the forty-cent smile.

**THE MENDING RAY**

To a young man with short hair, a chisel and collar standed, heavily佰ured and bewhiskered by the personal adornment of a hat or cap, emerging from a dark alley on a cold January morning might be termed rare comedy. To see another man sensibly adjusting a choker to find the best fit and the best trademark in the way of both men so as to match the auditorium or a bungalow day might be termed into the melodramatic. To consider the cost of the mending ray is undoubtedly tragic. To find the want to classify properly the whole affair is to recognize a fine cap a day long to keep bright, colored and to avoid the overgrown and untidy styles.

The ray went to the printer he had need of and as he negotiated to manufacture the ray of the second week in the last his might as well to express his delight in the buying jokes and lauded dancing groups.

**THE SMILE**

Look down the long list of "Whitmanesque" under the heading of "wise and good sayings of men who have failed to mention the moral lesson" and you will find this mirthful vamping hitching cotton gear on the biters and waving cutting machines in your wasp and gazing at sheep women if you persist in parading this dainty terrestrial globe with a conscience originally designed to make a twenty inch circular new date of the sight of a penny day's toothpick.

The smile has sold more hard clothing, snapped more academic garters, bluffed through or poker games, done more to swell the volume of "Wha's Wor" and liberal more cobwebs than could all the "Dime" and "Dollar" teachings and liquor jokes that could be packed into being our own best readable and hundred and twenty New Year\'s morsels or into seven times seven verses even admiration of these bright letters. Whores a kind word will hold a sweet dream in hesit, a smile will put Jack Flowers in the bed clean. If the eighteen hundred meant to me one to me to north wind on red nose and dry up they into a smile before a smile to dry in the seven ans.

**THE DOLLAR DANCE**

The chaste redhead, famed for his devotion to his parents and his fat figure, will not have to give way the center of dance according to present inducations. It is gratifying to see the return of
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**START THE NEW YEAR RIGHT IN BOTH DRESS AND FINANCES**

Will look after both

A sort of 2 in 1 proposition

PETERSON'S
By the City Hall

---
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**SEASONAL EXAMS**

Only 3 Weeks Away

Get Those Notes Typewritten On Ams For Reviewing

Mary V. Burns
Paul-Helen Bldg.

---

**SEMESTER EXAMS, NEXT SPRING**

This is not the kind you receive her.

The first step of any man is to keep the footsteps.

We hope the best that the footprints

Are our offering. Our kitchens are

Worthy of cleanness and the

Culinary arts of our

We supervise our
to the utmost service in every
to the utmost service in every
to the utmost service in every
to the utmost service in every
to the utmost service in every
to the utmost service in every
to the utmost service in every
to the utmost service in every
to the utmost service in every
Happy New Year!
No Taxes!
Lower Prices!
WHAT'S

MARK DOWN
SALE

STUDENTS ARE FORTUNATE IN RETURNING TO IOWA CITY IN TIME FOR OUR ANNUAL MARK DOWN SALE. OF PARTICULAR INTEREST, OF COURSE, ARE THE RADICAL REDuctions ON ALL WOMEN'S AND MISSES' WEARING APPAREL.

F. J. STRUB & SON
THE STORE OF QUALITY

We are glad to see you back again

We hope you had a very pleasant vacation. May the New Year bring you much joy and prosperity.

We are glad to see the old friends, and hope to have an opportunity to meet all newcomers.

We invite you to make our store your headquarters.

We hope you had a very pleasant vacation. May the New Year bring you much joy and prosperity.

We are glad to see the old friends, and hope to have an opportunity to meet all newcomers.

We invite you to make our store your headquarters.
ENGLERT
HOME OF BIG PICTURES

TODAY AND TOMORROW

... Laughs For Everybody ...

—a classic of its own kind—a scream from start to finish—fruity with truth—types are delightfully accurate—a triumph of laughter in 'Get Rich Quick Wallingford'

You know the famous play and stories. You’ll know and remember the great American picture. If you know the famous play and stories, if you know “Get Rich Quick” ... and then—

AMEDIO
THE GREAT ACCORDION PLAYER

This Big Super-Special Show for 25c and 40c

STARTING FRIDAY

Wally Reid

‘Rent Free’

GARDEN

WE STARTED THE NEW YEAR RIGHT

By Presenting to Local Theatregoers

The Most Perfect Photoplay of the Picture Age

REX INGRAMS MASTERPIECE

“The Conquering Power”

From Balzac’s Famous Romance, “Eugenie Grandet”

with—

RUDOLPH VALENTINO

—and—

BEAUTIFUL ALICE TERRY

America’s Ideal Screen Lovers and Famous Principal of Ingram’s “Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse”

THE CONQUERING POWER” has probably received more laudable comment and enthusiastic praise from Iowa City moving picture patrons than any other photoplay produc tion in local amusement history. Special Prices $1.00 and 50c Evening 20-40c

University alumni held several meetings in cities throughout the state, primarily for the purpose of forming local chapters of the University Alumni league.

At a party given at Oelwein by the Alumni club of that city, steps were taken to unite the club with the Chamber of Commerce. The movement will tend to strengthen the Alumni club, and to help them to work in the future. The envoys in charge of the negotiations were headed by Dr. Max C. Unzen and Max O’Rourke.

The Oelwein football team and the Penn College team were of the high school teams whose names were presented.

The party given by the K. C. M. A. at the Hotel Des- leon, Lester for Feldt and social clubs and such made a short speech. S. E. Magill, who was in charge of the meeting was Ralph G. Grassfield, F. B. R.

The Oskaloosa glee club was entertained there with truth-types are delightfully accurate and the famous play and stories. "Get Rich Quick” was presented.

In the evening was Ralph G. Grassfield, F. B. R.

UNIVERSITY ALUMNI
HOLD MEETINGS TO
FORMATION OF LOCAL CHAP ters

EASTERN IOWA

DURING THE PAST TWO WEEKS the Iowa alumni have held several meetings in cities throughout the state, primarily for the purpose of forming local chapters of the University Alumni league.

At a party given at Oelwein by the Alumni club of that city, steps were taken to unite the club with the Chamber of Commerce. The movement will tend to strengthen the Alumni club, and to help them to work in the future. The envoys in charge of the negotiations were headed by Dr. Max C. Unzen and Max O’Rourke.

The Oelwein football team and the Penn College team were of the high school teams whose names were present ed.

The party given by the K. C. M. A. at the Hotel Des- leon, Lester for Feldt and social clubs and such made a short speech. S. E. Magill, who was in charge of the meeting was Ralph G. Grassfield, F. B. R.

THE GREAT POWER'

TEN FOR FIVE CENTS

The Flavor Lasts!

RYAN’S SCHOOL OF DANCE

SCHEDULE

Group 1, 2, and 3 will meet Wednes day, February 8. Group 2, 3 Wednesday evening at the City Club Thursday evening at 8. All other groups on regular days.

LLOYD

The Most Original Comedians on the Screen Today

He is in a Class by Himself

This is his latest and greatest comedy in four big reels.

Also We Are Showing a Dandy Six Real Special Feature Entitled

"THE SIN OF MARTHA QUED"

With All Star Cast

Admission: 10c—Or In Other Words & Cents a Reel—Children 5c.